Middlebury (5-3-4, 1-3-3) -vs- Trinity (CT) (6-3-3, 4-2-2)  
10/14/2023 at Hartford, CT (Trinity Soccer Field)

Scoring Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Goal Scorer</th>
<th>Assist</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:51</td>
<td>TRIN</td>
<td>Lindonen, Elena</td>
<td></td>
<td>GOAL by TRIN Lindonen, Elena (FIRST GOAL), goal number 5 for season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80:43</td>
<td>TRIN</td>
<td>Grattan, Gabby</td>
<td></td>
<td>TRIN Grattan, Gabby PENALTY KICK GOAL.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cautions and Ejections: 29:22 (YELLOW), #21 Mia Feldman (MIDWS)
Play By Play

00:00 0 Start of 1st period [00:00].
00:00 MIDWS Carolyn Kelley at goalie for Middlebury.
00:00 TRIN Cournoyer, Mariana at goalie for Trinity (CT).
01:55 TRIN Shot by TRIN Grattan, Gabby WIDE.
02:43 MIDWS Corner kick by MIDWS [02:43].
04:56 TRIN Shot by TRIN Simas, Tori, SAVE Carolyn Kelley.
08:37 MIDWS Shot by MIDWS Sophia Cole, SAVE Cournoyer, Mariana.
12:04 TRIN Corner kick by TRIN [12:04].
12:12 TRIN Shot by TRIN Olsen, Sami WIDE.
12:22 TRIN Corner kick by TRIN [12:22].
12:51 TRIN GOAL by TRIN Lindonen, Elena (FIRST GOAL), goal number 5 for season.

Middlebury 0, Trinity (CT) 1

16:00 TRIN Foul on Trinity (CT) Quijada, Sofia [16:00].
16:25 MIDWS Corner kick by MIDWS [16:25].
17:08 TRIN Foul on Trinity (CT) Quijada, Sofia [17:08].
17:38 MIDWS Shot by MIDWS Carolyn Days, SAVE Cournoyer, Mariana.
18:50 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Chloe Swindle for Emma Binks.
18:50 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Mia Feldman for Joely Virzi.
19:22 MIDWS Shot by MIDWS Lucy Patton WIDE.
24:50 MIDWS Foul on Middlebury Chloe Swindle [24:50].
26:54 TRIN Shot by TRIN Keane, Alyssa WIDE.
29:22 MIDWS Yellow card on MIDWS Mia Feldman.
29:54 TRIN Shot by TRIN Quijada, Sofia, SAVE Carolyn Kelley.
32:12 TRIN TRIN substitution: Almoney, Emma for Quijada, Sofia.
32:12 TRIN TRIN substitution: O’Neill, Shea for Lindonen, Elena.
32:12 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Stella Espinasse for Beatrice Donovan.
32:27 TRIN Shot by TRIN Keane, Alyssa WIDE.
37:00 TRIN TRIN substitution: Lindonen, Elena for Charette, Katelyn.
37:00 TRIN TRIN substitution: Tilden, Dot for Lee, Cassie.
37:00 TRIN TRIN substitution: Fisher, Jill for Hasbrouck, Lexi.
37:44 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Hunter Furman for Mia Feldman.
38:51 TRIN Foul on Trinity (CT) Fisher, Jill [38:51].
40:04 TRIN Offside against Trinity (CT).
41:00 TRIN Corner kick by TRIN [41:00].
42:35 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Carolina Espinosa for Carolyn Days.
45:00 0 End of period [45:00].
45:00 TRIN TRIN substitution: Quijada, Sofia for Almoney, Emma.
45:00 TRIN TRIN substitution: Charette, Katelyn for Tilden, Dot.
45:00 TRIN TRIN substitution: Simas, Tori for Fisher, Jill.
45:00 TRIN TRIN substitution: Hasbrouck, Lexi for O’Neill, Shea.
45:00 TRIN TRIN substitution: Lee, Cassie for Deutsch, Elsa.
45:00 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Jazzaray McClinton for Chloe Swindle.
45:00 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Fanny Lodge for Hunter Furman.
45:00 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Sophia Cole for Sophia Zhang.
45:00 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Mia Feldman for Carolina Espinosa.
45:00 MIDWS MIDWS substitution: Beatrice Donovan for Stella Espinasse.
45:00 0 Start of 2nd period [45:00].
47:52 MIDWS Foul on Middlebury Fanny Lodge [47:52].
50:08 MIDWS Shot by MIDWS Gigi Day BLOCKED.
52:13 MIDWS Corner kick by MIDWS [52:13].
52:39 MIDWS Shot by MIDWS Jazzaray McClinton WIDE.
52:46 MIDWS Corner kick by MIDWS [52:46].
53:04 MIDWS Foul on Middlebury Roshann Purcell [53:04].
55:46 TRIN Corner kick by TRIN [55:46].
56:12 TRIN Shot by TRIN Grattan, Gabby BLOCKED.
57:03  MIDWS  MIDWS substitution: Ella Gagnon for Sophia Cole.
58:29  TRIN  Shot by TRIN Olsen, Sami WIDE.
61:08  TRIN  Foul on Trinity (CT) Simas, Tori [61:08].
62:54  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Almoney, Emma for Simas, Tori.
62:54  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Keane, Alyssa for Rudolph, Sadie.
64:04  TRIN  Shot by TRIN Keane, Alyssa BLOCKED.
64:12  TRIN  Shot by TRIN Lindonen, Elena, SAVE Carolyn Kelley.
64:46  TRIN  Foul on Trinity (CT) Grattan, Gabby [64:46].
66:44  MIDWS  Foul on Middlebury Fanny Lodge [66:44].
68:51  TRIN  Corner kick by TRIN [68:51].
70:47  MIDWS  MIDWS substitution: Chloe Swindle for Gigi Day.
71:18  TRIN  Foul on Trinity (CT) Lee, Cassie [71:18].
71:43  MIDWS  Shot by MIDWS Abby Ward WIDE.
72:02  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Rudolph, Sadie for Lee, Cassie.
74:09  MIDWS  MIDWS substitution: Joely Virzi for Fanny Lodge.
75:01  MIDWS  MIDWS substitution: Carolyn Days for Joely Virzi.
75:12  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Grattan, Gabby for Charette, Katelyn.
75:24  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Fisher, Jill for Lindonen, Elena.
76:46  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Lee, Cassie for Almoney, Emma.
76:46  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Simas, Tori for Keane, Alyssa.
78:54  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Charette, Katelyn for Deutsch, Elsa.
78:54  MIDWS  MIDWS substitution: Gigi Day for Ella Gagnon.
80:43  MIDWS  Foul on Middlebury Roshann Purcell [80:43].
80:43  TRIN  TRIN Grattan, Gabby PENALTY KICK GOAL.

Middlebury 0, Trinity (CT) 2

87:40  MIDWS  Foul on Middlebury Abby Ward [87:40].
88:30  TRIN  TRIN substitution: Tilden, Dot for Fisher, Jill.
90:00  0  End of period [90:00].